Character Costume ideas. I have gathered some images that will help you design and create your costume for The Lion King Jr. Please let me know if you need any help! Check out thrift stores and see what you can piece together. Discuss and work with your character double if you would like to share the costume.

**RAFIKI**

Color pallet is brownish red, tans and all earthy colors. Come see me for decorative ornaments and head band material. I am building your medicine stick. I also have makeup you can practice with if needed.

**ZAZU -** Look for a dark blue suit you can decorate with white paint. You can create your own unique design with the white paint. I am also happy to help you with your design. I may have some white feathers you can use as well. I will be building your puppet as close to the real thing as I can!
BANZAI, SHENZI, ED (Cozad will make your masks, which will sit on top of your head or you will hold in your hands like a puppet) All other Hyenas will have black hoodies with mohawks. Black pants and black shirt or hoodie, very similar to this design (on left), add the hoodie! The vest can be tan with splotches of black, brown and brownish red.
**PUMBAA and TIMON** If I have time, I will make the Pumbaa puppet. Check out these images to get an idea for your body suits.

We may do head masks instead. **PUMBAA**, you need an all brown suit or brown pants and brown long sleeve shirt.

**TIMON**, you need to aim for an all tan body suit with a tan or white tummy.
SCAR: I will make your head mask piece. You should aim for a darker brown color palette and tan brown pants. Consider wraps and other decorative pieces.
EXTRA ANIMALS - Your color palette consists of tans brown, light browns and off white. You need baggy pants and a loose fitting long sleeve shirt. You can have different decorative pieces to match your animal color pattern. I will be making your puppets and head pieces. Come see me if you have any questions. Bring in a sketch design so we can communicate our visions.
LIONESS - Color Palette: Earthy browns and tan. Baggy pants and a long sleeve shirt. You can decorate your costume with appropriate patterns to make it unique. See Mrs. Wallace about your costume. Mrs. Tanaka’s classes are making your Lioness masks.
MUFASA and SARABI
Color Palette: Earthy browns and tan. Baggy pants and a long sleeve shirt. You can decorate your costume with appropriate patterns to make it unique.
YOUNG SIMBA and YOUNG NALA - these images are for inspiration, you must wear a long sleeve shirt.
OLD NALA and OLD SIMBA
Mrs. Cozad will make your masks.